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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 12826 4.5 0.7 5 89.7 100
2 12588 1.2 0.8 2 60.7 98.1
3 12828 5.1 1.7 8 64 100
4 12826 4.6 2.1 8 57.3 100
5 12812 3 1.6 7 43 99.8
6 11938 2.2 1.8 6 36.1 93
7 12815 5.1 2.2 10 51.2 99.9
8 12111 1.9 1.1 3 62.3 94.4
9 12598 2.7 1.8 6 45.3 98.2

10 12797 2.3 1.4 5 45.4 99.7
11 12532 4.4 2.1 8 54.8 97.7
12 12206 5.3 3.7 12 44 95.1
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Q11 - Example 2 


 


This answer was awarded 6/8. Two correct uses of social networking were given – instant messaging 
and commenting on people’s photo. Only one correct advantage was given – finding people with 
similar interests. Unfortunately liking posts is a use rather than a disadvantage. Three correct 
disadvantages were described well – stalking, cyberbullying and inappropriate language and images 
can be viewed. 


 


Q11 - Example 3 


 


This answer was given 1/8. The candidate gave a correct use of social networking – the ability to 
online date to meet new people. There were no correct advantages and disadvantages here and the 
second use is talking about voting in an election which is not available on social networking sites 
currently. 
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Q4f. 


The correct answer for this question was [Date of Last Visit]+30 
As it was the first year that calculated fields has been examined, answers without the 
correct syntax were condoned. 
 


Q4f - Example 1 


 


This answer was awarded 0 marks as it did not include the Date of Last Visit field. 


Q4f - Example 2 


 


This answer was awarded 1/1. The correct syntax was not used but the answer was condoned as 
they included the correct field and the correct calculation.  


Q4f - Example 3 


 


This answer was awarded 1/1. The correct syntax was not used but the answer was condoned as 
they included the correct field and the correct calculation.  
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8 One mark for each of the following up to a maximum of 3: 
 
Mouse settings 
Keyboard type 
Window sizes 
Icon sizes 
Shortcuts 
Narrator  
Text sizes 
Change the way folders are displayed 
Change the colour  of an object 
Change the background (e.g. photo) 
Set up parental controls / different users can have different desktops 
Password settings 
Add gadgets/widgets/alerts 
Resolution settings 
Startup programs 
 
Any reasonable answer 


3 


9 Needs both the problem and cause X 3 No marks for simply naming health risk, must be a 


description 
Matching Prevention X 3 
(Preventions must be different) 
 
NOT obesity 


 
Eye strain  from staring at monitor for 
too long (ONLY accept eye strain)  
 
 
 
RSI from continuously typing 
 
 
 
Backache from staying in the same 
position  
 
 
 
Addiction – can’t stop playing the 
games 
 
Headaches from  using a screen that is 
too bright  
 
 
Neck strain from keeping your neck in 
the same position for too long  
 
 
 
 


Take regular breaks 
Environment change 
Focus on distant object 
Screen filters 
 
Ergonomic controllers/ keyboards 
Regular joint exercise 
Wrist and feet support 
 
Use an adjustable chair (NOT comfortable or 


suitable chair) 
Take regular breaks 
Foot stools 
 
Take regular breaks/ Parental monitoring 
 
 
 
Take regular breaks 
Screen filters 
Environment change 
 
Have eyes at the same level as monitor 
Use adjustable chairs 
Adjust monitor height/ screen at suitable angle 


  
 


3x2 


  
















Q9 - Example 3 


 


 


This answer was awarded the maximum amount of marks – 6/6. The candidate correctly named and 
described three health hazards and gave the causes of the health hazards. The candidate also gave 
three correct matching preventions for the health hazards. 


Q11. 


Q11 - Example 1 


 


This answer was awarded full marks – 8/8. The candidate gave two correct uses of social networking 
and gave correct advantages and disadvantages. The correct uses were sharing photos and videos 
and updating your status. Some of the correct advantages included communicating with family and 
friends living abroad and the ability to inform a large group of people about an event at the same 
time. Correct disadvantages in this answer included cyberbullying and the fact that holiday statuses 
can lead to burglaries. 
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Q4f. 


The correct answer for this question was [Date of Last Visit]+30 
As it was the first year that calculated fields has been examined, answers without the 
correct syntax were condoned. 
 


Q4f - Example 1 


 


This answer was awarded 0 marks as it did not include the Date of Last Visit field. 


Q4f - Example 2 


 


This answer was awarded 1/1. The correct syntax was not used but the answer was condoned as 
they included the correct field and the correct calculation.  


Q4f - Example 3 


 


This answer was awarded 1/1. The correct syntax was not used but the answer was condoned as 
they included the correct field and the correct calculation.  
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3 (d)(i) 
 


Phishing  
 
 
 


1 


3(d)(ii) 
 


One mark for each of the following up to a maximum of two 
 


Email is not from an official world bank address/no personal email so no sender can be 
identified 
No name in the To: box / Dear Sir (not personal) 
Spelling mistakes / capital letter errors  
Unprofessional layout  / formatting errors 
Contraction (e.g. 'u') / colloquialism 'no worries' 
Asking for bank details / requesting username and password 
Out of date – 2015 
 


2 


3(d)(iii) One mark for one of the following 
 
Set up a spam filter / privacy settings 
Ignore it 
Block it 
Don't click on any link 
Don't reply/give account details 
Report it  
Inform your bank 
Delete it 
 


1 


4(a) 1 1 
 


4(b) 
 


One mark for each of the following 
Owner ID (1) 
To uniquely identify the owner / unique identifier / uniquely identifies each record (1) 


2 
 


 


4(c) 85 
 


1 


4(d) 1 – Drop down list 1 
 


4(e) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
One mark for each correct field and search criteria x2 
One mark if both fields are correct but search criteria incorrect 
One mark if both search criteria are correct but fields are incorrect 
 
Search criteria must be spelt correctly 
 


Field Logical Operator Search Criteria 


Pet Type = Dog 


Shampoo? = Y 
 


2 


4(f) 
 


[Date of Last Visit]+30 
 field name + 30 is needed,  
CONDONE syntax not required e.g. will accept 30 days 


1 


5(a) B 
=SUM(B4:B13) 
 


1 


5(b) E14-E15 
SUM(E4:E13)-E15 
E4+E5+E5+E6+E7+E8+E9+E10+E11+E12+E13-E15 
SUM(E4:E13)*0.85 
(E4+E5+E5+E6+E7+E8+E9+E10+E11+E12+E13)*0.85  - must have brackets 
 


1 


  


If more than one box ticked – no marks 


 


3 


If more than one box ticked – no marks 
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8. The settings in the desktop environment can be changed. 


 Describe how the desktop environment can be customised to meet the needs of a user. [3]


 


 


 


 


 


9. Using a computer can cause health hazards. Describe the cause of three different health 
hazards. For each one describe a different way to reduce the hazard. [3 × 2]
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Q9. 


To achieve full marks for Q9, the candidates needed to firstly name and describe three health 
hazards and how they would be caused. To achieve the final three marks the candidates needed to 
give a matching prevention for each health hazard. If the candidate simply stated three health 
hazards with no cause described, one mark was awarded. 


Q9 - Example 1 


 


This answer was awarded 1/6. The candidate only described two health hazards instead of the three 
asked for. The one mark was awarded for correctly describing how repetitive strain could be caused. 
Obesity is an incorrect health hazard and not an accepted answer for this question. 


Q9 - Example 2 


 


 


The candidate achieved 2/6 marks for this answer. The marks were awarded for correctly giving a 
prevention for RSI and a correct prevention for eye strain. The candidate lost marks as they only 
stated the health hazards and did not describe the possible cause.  
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Q4f. 


The correct answer for this question was [Date of Last Visit]+30 
As it was the first year that calculated fields has been examined, answers without the 
correct syntax were condoned. 
 


Q4f - Example 1 


 


This answer was awarded 0 marks as it did not include the Date of Last Visit field. 


Q4f - Example 2 


 


This answer was awarded 1/1. The correct syntax was not used but the answer was condoned as 
they included the correct field and the correct calculation.  


Q4f - Example 3 


 


This answer was awarded 1/1. The correct syntax was not used but the answer was condoned as 
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Q11 - Example 2 


 


This answer was awarded 6/8. Two correct uses of social networking were given – instant messaging 
and commenting on people’s photo. Only one correct advantage was given – finding people with 
similar interests. Unfortunately liking posts is a use rather than a disadvantage. Three correct 
disadvantages were described well – stalking, cyberbullying and inappropriate language and images 
can be viewed. 


 


Q11 - Example 3 


 


This answer was given 1/8. The candidate gave a correct use of social networking – the ability to 
online date to meet new people. There were no correct advantages and disadvantages here and the 
second use is talking about voting in an election which is not available on social networking sites 
currently. 





















11. Social networking is a form of home entertainment.


Describe two uses of Social Networking and discuss the different advantages and disadvantages
of Social Networking to the user. [8]
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11 Any two uses (2) and advantages and disadvantages (6) 
At least two advantages and two disadvantages for maximum marks. 
Advantages and disadvantages must be different. 
 
Social Networking  
Uses 
Upload photos  
Livestreaming of events 
Share videos/photos  
Feedback on posts 
Write posts  
Change personal information / privacy settings 
Join groups  
Create events  
Follow celebrities  
Chat / send instant messages 
Search for people / companies / events 
Use of games 
Buying / Selling of items 
Any reasonable usage not covered by the list above 
 
Advantages 
Can keep in touch with friends all over the world  
Can let large groups know about events quickly (e.g. birth of a child) which takes less time 
than contacting each one individually  
Can make new friends based on interest groups  
Can vote on products/services to let others know your opinion  
Can see others opinions on products/services to help with choice  
Can save money on phone calls by using chat  
Using video chat you can see the person as well as hear them 
Always someone available to talk to 
Generate income 
 
Disadvantages  
Paedophiles / Stalkers / groomers may gain access to the images  
Employers can view your comments and could lead to a dismissal  
Sharing too much information  
Burglars can see Holiday status updates  
Identity theft  
You can be identified from your images  
Exercising undue influence / radicalisation 
Advertising  
Cyberbullying / Trolling 
Inappropriate images / videos 
Fake news / unreliable sources 
Fake profiles 
 


8 
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3


4. A family run a pet grooming business from home. They have created a database of all their
clients. Part of the database is shown below.


(a) State how many fields with a Boolean data type are shown in the database. [1]


(b) Give the name of the key field and explain the purpose of this field. [2]


(c) The family sorts the database into ascending order of Date of Last Visit. 
Give the Owner ID that would appear at the top of the list. [1]


(d) Tick (✓) the correct validation method that could be used on the Pet Type field. [1]


Drop down list


Length check


Range check


Owner 
ID


Owner
Name Pet Name Pet 


Type Shampoo? Date of 
Last Visit


12 S Jones Ruby Cat Y 25/04/2017
23 D Khan Co Co Rabbit N 12/01/2017
36 L Finch Snowflake Dog Y 07/05/2017
49 J Tuck Spot Cat N 06/05/2017
54 J Redman Sailor Dog Y 29/10/2016
61 G Rees Scooby Dog N 25/02/2017
79 N Williams Daisy Cat Y 27/03/2017
85 S Edwards Spike Dog N 22/09/2016
97 M Kazlauskas George Rabbit N 18/12/2016
101 A Miller Duke Dog Y 03/03/2017
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(e) The family need to find out which dogs have a shampoo treatment. Complete the table 
below to show how they can obtain this information from the database. [2]


(f) The family would like to include a calculated field called Reminder Letter Due to allow 
them to send reminders to owners 30 days after their last visit. Give the calculation that 
would be used in this field. [1]


Field Name Operator Search Criteria


=


AND


Field Name Operator Search Criteria


=
















Q9. 


To achieve full marks for Q9, the candidates needed to firstly name and describe three health 
hazards and how they would be caused. To achieve the final three marks the candidates needed to 
give a matching prevention for each health hazard. If the candidate simply stated three health 
hazards with no cause described, one mark was awarded. 


Q9 - Example 1 


 


This answer was awarded 1/6. The candidate only described two health hazards instead of the three 
asked for. The one mark was awarded for correctly describing how repetitive strain could be caused. 
Obesity is an incorrect health hazard and not an accepted answer for this question. 


Q9 - Example 2 


 


 


The candidate achieved 2/6 marks for this answer. The marks were awarded for correctly giving a 
prevention for RSI and a correct prevention for eye strain. The candidate lost marks as they only 
stated the health hazards and did not describe the possible cause.  


 


 


 











